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Introduction
Universal Information Management
Using the EMA® Enterprise Managed
Archive®
The demands that modern IT infrastructures have to cope with today are higher
than ever before. Technical reasons and
cost considerations result in a constantly
growing amount of functionality having to be
implemented using a constantly shrinking
number of resources. Almost all applications used by organizations generate a
large amount of data and information every
day. Users in the network, partner communication, customers, and leads also serve
as sources that constantly create new
information that must somehow be coped
with. In many cases, managing resources
and ensuring everything remains accessible
consumes a large amount of an organization’s existing IT resources.
Yet users’ demands are usually comparatively simple: all information should
be available and accessible quickly and
without complications.

Future-Proof Using Standardized
Technologies
It is essential to use standardized technologies for long-term, centralized information
management. This is the only way to ensure
that data remains usable even after many
years of storage. Your organization undoubtedly has critical information that may
be bound to a specific application, such
as your mail server. Imagine for a moment,
that your organization is using Exchange
Server. Do you already know, with absolute
certainty, which mail server your organization will be using five years from now?
Given the short innovation cycles in the
IT industry, it is hard to make long-term
commitments. Due to our specialized
technological approach, we are able to tell
you with certainty, that our solution will
support your new mail server and all previously archived e-mail messages can easily
be made available on your new mail server
platform.

Our EMA® Enterprise Managed Archive®
product line has taken this approach and
implemented it in a consistent manner.
Close collaboration with our customers
has resulted in a solution that is both very
user-friendly and highly efficient. Many
conventional systems require extensive
changes to be made to existing central
information management platforms. This
is not the case with EMA®. Our approach
is based on standardized technologies,
which means our solution easily integrates
and works well with any environment.

3

Laws & Regulations
 Principles of data access and auditing
of digital documents (GDPdU)
 Revenue Code (AO)
 German Code of Commercial Law (HGB)
 Law on Monitoring and Transparency in
Businesses (KonTraG)
 Revision of the international capital
requirements for banks by the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision
(Basel II)
 Federal Data Protection Act (BDSG)
 Principles of Regular Data Processingsupported Accounting Systems (GoBS)
 Telecommunications Act (TKG)
 Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA)
 Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOX/SOA)
 Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC)
 Patriot Act
 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP)
 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLGBA)
 Dodd Frank Act
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An Economically Efficient and Legally Compliant
Approach to Data Management
Consider your ERP system, file servers,
PBX, or document scanner. Every technological investment that has already
been made or is going to be made in the
future is protected, because the various
types of generated information can all be
processed, managed, and made available
using EMA®. Scaling across multiple data
centers or even different countries is no
problem either.

Comfortable Handling of Your Data
Data stored in an archive managed by
EMA® can be processed further according
to your organization’s individual needs.
No matter how specialized your requirements are, the diverse set of tools offered
by EMA® makes it possible to implement them. Do you need to distribute
documents to different departments? Do
individual employees need to collaborate?
Local and global department archives and
delegates can easily be set up using a few
mouse clicks. What would you like to get
out of information management? We can
show you how EMA® can help you implement your requirements.

What actually makes up legally compliant
archiving must therefore be derived from
the requirements and recommendations
laid out in the Sarbanes-Oxly Act, and other
regulations like SEC, and FRCP. European
regulations like the Abgabenordnung
(Revenue Code), GoBS, and GDPdU also
play an important role.
The decisive question is: what does the
law require in practice? At this time, it boils
down to these things: all legally relevant
documents must be stored in their original
format, without any changes and immediate availability. Additionally, legislators
often demand that information must be
made available in a timely manner.

On the Right Side of the Law
Centralized information management is not
all about features and functionality. Care
must also be taken to ensure that compliance with relevant legal requirements is
upheld. Unfortunately, key information
about what actually makes up legally compliant archiving is not always stated in the
legislative text itself.
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Comprehensive Information Management
Most conventional solutions on the market
today simply focus on legally compliant email archiving. However, the legal requirement to archive information relevant to an
organization stretches beyond the inbox
of your users. In practice information and
content in many diverse formats must be
archived and kept readily available. This is
why the EMA® Enterprise Managed Archive®
supports a diverse set of data sources.
This added flexibility allows you to keep up
with growing requirements at all times.
EMA® can archive all information in your
organization regardless of its source.
E-mail messages, printed invoices, purchase orders coming in via postal mail,
calculations stored on a file system, or
even telephone orders – no matter what
needs to be archived, our solution can
archive it. EMA® satisfies all demands
placed on a modern, centralized information management system, no matter how
small or large or your organization is,
which industry it caters to, or how many
employees it has.
Only a standards-based solution like EMA®
allows your organization to retain flexible
business processes and the infrastructure
necessary to support them. The installation
can be performed quickly and easily. The
powerful information archive ensures that
your information is available and provides
you with powerful tools that allow backup
and restore processes to be carried out
quickly.

Given the current economic situation, IT
budgets are normally somewhat more
limited than they used to be. However, this
has not changed the strict requirements
set by IT managers. It is important to consider all planning factors related to licensing, administration, and installation effort.
Another important aspect is the long-term
protection of the investment.

EMA®: One Solution with Many
Possibilities
The innovative technological concept
behind EMA® provides you with a futureproof, universal solution for information
management and legally compliant archiving of information that is relevant to your
organization.
We would also be happy to tell you more
about how EMA® can help your organization
in particular. We look forward to hearing
from you!

Advantages
 Quickly deployed in your network using Plug & Play
 Works flexibly and independent of your
organization‘s existing IT infrastructure
 High compatibility allows data to be
stored on any SAN and NAS storage
system
 Various hardware platforms ensure
the appliance is highly scalable
 Reduces storage space requirements
using single instancing: every document is only archived once
 Restoring archived information is
quick and painless
 Allows you to create a central archive
for all relevant information instead
of having to rely on various isolated
solutions
 Often considerably cheaper than
comparable software-based solutions
 Additional functionality can be added
without having to interrupt your business
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Mail to Archive®: Archive Directly from Your Mail Server
Continuously growing amounts of data
put a strong burden on mail servers. To
master this ever-increasing challenge, you
need a solution that can help lower the
loadon your existing infrastructure (mail
server, storage, network, and hardwarecomponents). EMA® can be integrated into
your existing IT and e-mail infrastructure
in a short amount of time and is immediately operational. The appliance works
independent of your existing mail server,
hardware components, and operating systems. No components have to be installed
on your mail server, nothing needs to be
replaced, and no changes are made to
existing functionality.
A smooth deployment is guaranteed and
can normally be performed during normal
business hours. After the installation is
complete, EMA® automatically archives
every incoming and outgoing e-mail
message in its original format (SMTP, RFC
822), digitally signs it, and stores it in the
archive along with a digital date and time
stamp. Every document is automatically
indexed by EMA® and integrated into the
appliance’s full text search. Documents
and files that are attached to e-mail messages are also automatically indexed when
a message is archived.
Using original file formats without conversion is the only way to ensure that
the archive can still be used without
migration even after several years and
accompanying technology changes have
passed. A quick example: Today you are
using Exchange Server. A few years later,
your organization is about to merge with
a different organization, and you now
need to migrate to a Linux-based mail
server.

Conventional archives often make this impossible or more difficult than necessary,
as migrations of this magnitude require
a lot of administrative effort and large
configuration changes. With EMA®, you can
immediately connect your existing archive
to a new mail server and continue to use
it without any restrictions. The RFC822format ensures that existing e-mails can
be used without any migration. The format
is supported by all mail servers on the
market around the world, and has been in
use for over twenty years. EMA® can also
make mail server migration a lot easier in
general, because e-mail messages that
have already been archived must not be
transferred to the new system. Instead,
users simply pick the messages they want
to have transferred and restore them.
Advantages
 Works independent of the mail server
deployed in your organization
 Automatically archives all incoming
and outgoing e-mail messages, as
well as internal e-mail messages in
their original format (SMTP, RFC 822)
 Supports archiving from multiple mail
servers (and vendors) at the same
time
 Can be deployed in a very short
amount of time
 Appliance is set up and pre-configured for e-mail archiving
 Immediately operational after being
connected
 Access archived e-mail messages
quickly and at any time
 Easily integrates into e-mail clients
such as Outlook or Notes Client
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Print to Archive®: Archive Directly from Printers
Print to Archive® extends EMA® and
provides comfortable and secure digital
archiving of printed electronic documents.
Users can easily archive all or selected
documents as they are printed. In order to
use EMA® as a document archive in conjunction with Print to Archive®, an administrator simply needs to define one or more
existing printers as »Archive Printers« using
the web-based user interface. Additional
changes to existing hardware and software
are not required. Users can continue to
perform print jobs as before and do not
have to receive additional training. In addition to producing a paper printout, a digital
copy is automatically stored in the archive
maintained by EMA® whenever a print job is
started. This approach makes traditional
paper files unnecessary.
Traditional document archiving solutions
are often labor-intensive and expensive
to maintain. Furthermore, users must
commonly undergo specialized training in
order to manage complex filing systems
that frequently do nothing more than
imitate traditional paper files. Print to
Archive®, in contrast, archives in a simple
and time-saving manner. Documents are
stored in the archive without requiring the
user to manually perform additional filing
procedures. The powerful and easy to use
EMA® full text search can later be used to
find previously archived Print to Archive®
documents based on their content. Once
the desired document has been found,
a single mouse click is all it takes to
retrieve it.

Just as with archived e-mail messages,
EMA® protects all Print to Archive® documents by automatically encrypting and
digitally signing them, and adding a
digital date and time stamp for additional
security. These measures ensure archived
documents cannot be manipulated at a
later time. The authenticity of previously
archived information can later be verified
for added peace of mind.
In summary, Print to Archive® provides a
legally compliant document archive. Complex and time-consuming procedures that
traditional paper and document archives
introduce are a thing of the past.
Advantages
 Any printer in your organization’s
network can be defined as an archive
printer
 Both local and network printers are
supported
 Documents are automatically archived
as they are printed
 No changes need to be made to
existing systems
 Access printed documents quickly
and at any time
 Verify the authenticity of archived
documents using electronic date and
time stamps, digital signatures, and
encryption
 Easy to use full-text search covering
all archived documents
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Scan to Archive®: Archive Directly from Scanners
Apart from digital communication, conventional, paper-based documents processed
by your organization can also be archived.
The Scan to Archive® module provides
an easy to use and efficient solution for
digitally capturing documents and complying with regulations requiring that data
is retained securely over long periods of
time.
The setup process and document
processing workflow are both very easy
and require only a small amount of time.
After the feature is activated, and the
included scanning client is installed and
configured, there is no need to make any
further configuration changes.
Documents are captured fully automatically. Scanning entire sets of paper files
is also supported. Optical character
recognition (OCR) turns text found in
pictures into searchable content, which
can further be augmented with attributes
to help organize the archive in a way
that best suits your organization. The
intuitive scanning module allows users to
assign additional meta-information either
manually or automatically. Regardless of
whether your organization’s needs require
manual input of additional information or
automatic detection and transmission of
field information: Scan to Archive® has you
covered.
Automatically and manually added metainformation is immediately made searchable. This lowers the time spent looking for
information and increases overall productivity. Even the largest sets of (old) paperbased files can comfortably be captured by
Scan to Archive® and transferred into your
digital archive in a short period of time.

Just like all other EMA® modules, Scan to
Archive® also provides maximum protection
of your data, and guarantees that archived
documents cannot be modified and are
protected against manipulation. Scan to
Archive® makes use of the powerful EMA®
full-text search functionality and shares
the same, familiar restore process. Search
results can easily be viewed and can be
restored using a single mouse click.
Scan to Archive® can help you organize
conventional paper inboxes in a secure
document archive. Like all other data
archived by EMA®, scanned documents are
encrypted, digitally signed, and given an
electronic date and time stamp.
Advantages
 Seamlessly integrates into your workflow and helps you capture and legally
archive paper-based documents
 Automatically scans complete sets of
paper files
 Powerful EMA® full-text search with
optical character recognition (OCR) in
scanned documents
 Works out of the box without requiring changes to existing systems
 Verify the authenticity of archived
documents using electronic date and
time stamps, digital signatures, and
encryption
 Conventional, confusing paper-based
inboxes are replaced with a secure,
digital document archive
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File to Archive®: Archive Directly from File Systems
File to Archive®: Seamlessly Integrate
File Systems into Your Organization’s
Archive
A universal, digital information archive
must also contain a mapping of information stored on file systems. Many business transactions or documents are
directly linked to files that must also be
archived and retained for later access.
The File to Archive® module offers an intelligent solution that connects the EMA®
Enterprise Managed Archive® to file systems and helps to organize all information
relevant to an organization together in a
central location.
File to Archive® can scan entire file systems
automatically and copy important data to
the archive, where it is retained in a legally
compliant manner. Various filters, such as
file type or file size make it easy to organize
the information. Once all relevant data has
been archived, it can be removed from the
file system to free up resources.
Changes to the file system are automatically detected and the modified files are
automatically archived based on conditions defined in customizable policies.
Like all other EMA® solutions, File to
Archive® uses widely-implemented standards, which ensures future reliability and
keeps your organization free of proprietary data formats or connectors.
When storing data, File to Archive® automatically adjusts itself to the infrastructure it is
used in. The state-of-the-art appliance concept supports both local storage systems
and cloud-based storage environments
without compromising security. Advanced
security features, such as electronic
encryption of all archived data, ensure that
your information remains safe and cannot
fall into the wrong hands.

File to Archive® uses the same full text
search functionality that is also used by
other EMA® solutions. The powerful, easy
to use search interface allows users to
find and restore archived files comfortably
and within a short amount of time. Users
have quick and uncomplicated access to
all archived files from all clients that can
connect to the archive.
The ability to set up independent storage
policies using legal hold or retention
periods allows you to customize the file
archive to your organization’s individual
needs. Furthermore, you can get a better
overview of workgroups and projects using the information structuring functionality provided by department archives.
Advantages
 Easily connects to file systems
 Automatically scans for and archives
all relevant files on file systems
 Permanently monitors systems and
stores changed files
 Automatically assigns files to users
on the archive
 Quickly and easily search for and
review archived files using powerful
full-text search
 Centralize archiving and avoid
isolated solutions
 Remains secure even when used
in cloud environments due to the
innovative appliance concept that
includes Trusted EMA®
 Supports departments and multitenancy
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Voice to Archive®: Archive Directly from Phones
Voice to Archive®: Legally Compliant
Archiving Meets Telephony
For many industries and organizations,
agreements and arrangements made over
the phone are an important part of day to
day business activities.
The need for credible documentation of
telephony is more important than one
might think. Public institutions, as well
as the finance and insurance sector, for
example, often conclude contracts over
the phone. Sales and support calls in call
centers are another sector where binding
agreements are often reached. Inside an
organization, archiving telephony can help
document project arrangements. Past
approaches for archiving telephony often
failed because they were not technical
feasible or the implementation did not
produce documentation that would have
been accepted in a court of law.
Aware of these issues, we designed Voice
to Archive® to provide a legally compliant
archiving solution for voice and telephone
calls that is very easy to deploy inside
organizations. Our solution works independent of the telephone system or telecommunications infrastructure used by your organization. Furthermore, full configurability
ensures you can fine-tune the configuration
to suit any special requirements. Changes
to the existing telephone installation are
often completely unnecessary. Using Voice
to Archive®, you can archive voice and telephone calls seamlessly and without having
to deploy an isolated solution.
To comply with privacy regulations, it is
often necessary to seek the approval of the
other party before a call can be recorded.
Voice to Archive® can automatically request
this confirmation. Even phone calls that are
already in progress can easily be recorded
at any arbitrary point of time.

The ability to set up custom recordings
makes it possible to set up scenarios such
as playing a recording of terms of conditions to customers or business partners.
Voice to Archive® also ensures that
recorded voice data is organized in a logical manner. Phone calls can be tagged
and easily found at a later time using
the proven and powerful EMA® full-text
search engine. Found voice data can be
played back right from the search results;
directly within the user interface.
As with all of our solutions, security is at
the center of Voice to Archive®. The archive
phone calls are stored in is secured, and
the content is protected against accidental
or malicious manipulation.
Advantages
 Legally compliant archiving of voice
information (phone calls, voice data,
VoIP)
 Developed under close consideration
of applicable privacy and compliance
regulations
 Easily integrates into existing telephony infrastructures, such as an
existing telephone system
 Uses state-of-the-art EMA® security
features to protect data
 Dedicated call center mode: automatic recording of all incoming calls
(after the caller gives consent) and
forwarding to an available agent
 Gateway mode by calling EMA® internally and then dialing the destination
number
 Existing conversations can be
recorded at any time while the call is
in progress
 Quickly find archived conversations
using powerful search functionality
provided by EMA®
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The Perfect Way to Manage Data
In large organizations, it is important to
retain an overview over all information.
Documents, e-mail messages, files, and
other data need to be accessible quickly
and easily when they are needed.
imply retaining information is normally
not enough, given the constantly rising
amounts of data. The innovative EMA® attribute system and folder synchronization
can help you organize your archive. By
specifying further information about your
content, you can make it easier to use
and organize it according to your specific
needs.
You can assign additional data (metadata
or folder structures)to each piece of information manually, or fully automatically.
Any additional information you provide can
later be found using the built-in search
engine, which can greatly simplify finding
what you need when searching through
large archives.
Folder synchronization not only mimics the
folder structure of your file systems, but
also mirrors the folder structures of your
Exchange Server. This makes it easy to
quickly find information when you know the
folder it was stored in.
The basic version of the EMA attribute
system already provides you with the ten
most commonly used attributes. These
attributes help you implement many typical
scenarios, such as dealing with private
e-mail messages, setting up department
archives, preventing deletion, or complying
with retention and legal hold periods:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Private
Private Deletion
Invisible
Retention Period
Legal Hold
Encoding
Client Identifier
Department Archive
Tags
Folder

These predefined attributes make it simple
to implement many common compliance
and privacy regulations. The fixed EMA®
features they link into allow automatic and
compliant post-processing of data and
information.
The powerful Enterprise Attribute System
provides a custom attribute editor that
allows you to create and assign additional
attributes according to your individual
needs. Flexible text, numeric, selection,
memo, tagging, and Yes/No fields allow you
to structure and customize your archive in
a way that works best for your organization.
This goes far beyond basic tagging offered
by other vendors, because even the most
complex metadata and information structures can easily be implemented.

®

In addition to assigning attributes to
multiple documents and e-mail messages
simultaneously, you can also assign them
to an entire search result using a single
click. In conjunction with the powerful
search engine, users can search for
content that has been assigned specific
attribute values, view search results, and
easily restore the content they need.

Advantages
 Flexible organization of the archive by
assigning attributes/metadata
 Basic attribute system provides
predefined attributes
 Enterprise attribute system provides
an attribute editor for creating and
storing custom metadata
 Quick and powerful search engine
with easy restore capabilities
 Helps Implement compliance regulations
 Helps ensure legal compliance of the
archive

19

Searching:
Users can decide how complex searches are. This means that the search dialog remains very user friendly,
without compromising on the provided functionality.

The search results:
E-mail messages (incl. attachments) and documents are listed in the archive in their original state, and can be restored
with a single click.

Simply archive, search, and ﬁnd:
using the respective buttons, users can add and remove rows and columns in the search dialog. This allows them to create complex
search queries returning the desired results. The full text search not only indexes e-mail messages, but also e-mail attachments and
documents.

A restored e-mail:
Restored e-mail messages will appear in the e-mail client’s inbox in their original state, including any attachments.

Outlook Integration and Folder Synchronization:
EMA® is fully standards-based, which makes it easy to use with any web browser, smartphone, or tablet. The user interface also cleanly
integrates into Outlook without resorting to plug-ins. If a keyword search does not ﬁnd what you are looking for, you can rest assured
that the folder structure of your mailbox is fully retained within the archive.

20
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Full-Text Search: Find Information Directly
The Full-Text Search Engine
The ability to quickly access relevant
information is what makes or breaks an
archive. EMA® contains a powerful full-text
search engine that helps you find documents quickly and easily. Depending on
the individual needs of your users, entering a search query into EMA® is either
quick and simple, or as comprehensive
and customizable as required. Your users
do not have to install any software to use
EMA®, but simply access the archive using
a web browser or their e-mail client. Restoring individual documents only takes
a few mouse clicks, which will noticeably
decrease the number of helpdesk calls in
your organization. Unlike conventional solutions, EMA® always performs searches
completely within the archive and never
places any load on your mail server.

Making the Archive Usable
The powerful full-text search engine allows you to find archived data (including
file and voice), e-mail messages, and
documents locally and globally with a
single mouse click. Search results can be
read right within EMA®, post-processed, or
restored. Using theattribute system, every
document can receive additional information, such as a minimum retention period,
legal hold, a privacy flag, custom tags,
and department archives. Furthermore,
up to one hundred custom attributes can
be defined. Assigning attributes and other
information is easily done using the integrated viewer, and changes are immediately updated in the full-text search index.

Our e-mail message import software allows you to add older documents, which
were received before EMA® was deployed,
to your archive. Together, these featuresgive you complete freedom to manage
both old and new documents in a way that
works best for your organization. Furthermore, you can integrate the archive into
e-mail clients without additional software
installations. The solution as a whole
was designed to provide legally compliant
archiving without unnecessary administrative overhead.

Additional Advantages of Full-Text
Search
Folder structures have not turned out to
be the best way to organize an archive. In
practice, complex folder trees end upbecoming confusing. They only work properly
if all users always file documents correctly, which rarely happens in reality. This is
why a powerful search engine is the best
way to provide quick and easy access to
data, documents, and e-mail messages.
EMA® includes a high-performance fulltext search engine, which covers the entire archive, including e-mail attachments.
It ensures that what you are looking for
can be found in a short period of time
even within large amounts of data.

Advantages
 Every document is automatically
indexed
 Attachments are indexed
 Easy to use interface that mimics
web search engines
 Complex search queries can be
saved for quick access
 Additional searchable information
can be made available (attributes)
 Quickly find all relevant information
 Large archives do not suffer from
performance degradation

21
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Global Search / ediscovery®: Inter-Site Search
for All of Your Information
Managing a continuously rising flood of
information is one of the IT challenges in
modern organizations. To ensure productivity remains high when dealing with
e-mail messages, files, phone calls, or
printed documents, it is extremely important that employees can easily find and
use the content they need regardless of
its format or source. Global Search is a
solution to this challenge; it networks all
of your content and allows authorized
users to access it.
Using Global Search requires no changes
to your existing IT infrastructure. Tediously
managing and synchronizing permissions
or folder structures across office locations becomes a thing of the past. Folder
structures, individual search results, and
content permissions are automatically
queried in real time from the actual data
storage locations, and then channeled
into a single search result. The system is
based on common standards and requires
no database migrations or access to specific interfaces.
The solution was designed with multitenancy in mind. It works with centralized and
decentralized data storage, and supports
even the most diverse usage scenarios,
such as multiple data centers that are part
of a single organization. Low-bandwidth
communication channels, which would normally make it impossible for organizations
with multiple branch offices to centralize
data, are also supported. If your organization has international branch offices,
Global Search can even ensure global
legal compliance.

Consider tax-relevant data that originates
from Germany. Federal law dictates that it
may not be stored outside of the European
Union. Global Search has you covered,
because data does not have to leave the
country it is stored in. Even though information is not retained in a central location, it
is still possible to manage and access it
from a central location.

Secure Use in Cloud Infrastructures
Our innovative security concept that
includes Trusted EMA® allows us to offer
a product that is secure even when used
in the cloud. Appliance-based encryption
of all information provides the highest
possible level of data protection, which is
vastly above the level provided by other
vendors. Our approach gives you – not
your service provider – complete control
over your data at all times. In addition,
you can easily and securely move data to
a different location on the fly.

Advantages
 A global search engine for all content
produced throughout your organization
 Maximum security provided by a sophisticated security concept
 Available to both users and administrators
 Powerful full-text search capabilities
 Maximum availability of all relevant
information
 Data is only transmitted when it is
downloaded
 Provides centralized data management that complies with fiscal regulations
 Covers all archived documents
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Data Format and Storage Technology
As a standards-based archiving solution,
EMA® stores all documents in their original
format. This is the only way to comply with
legal regulations.
An example: if an HTML e-mail message
containing an animation is converted from
its original RFC822 format into a different
formation, the animation will get lost. This
is because PDF, TIFF, and other static formats are often used for conversion. These
formats cannot store animations or other
HTML information, and consequently cannot recreate it during a restore process.
This is why EMA® archives all e-mail messages and documents in their original
format:
 E-mail messages are stored in RFC822
format (also known as SMTP/MIME)
 Print to Archive® printouts are stored
in PDF ® format, which ensures layout
information is retained
 Dot-matrix printouts are stored as
generic text
 Plotter files and CAD drawings are
stored in HPGL format
 Files are stored in their original formats
(Excel, Word, PDF, etc.)
 Phone calls are stored using audio files

Storage Technology
Given the long retention periods, a lot of
care has to be taken when choosing a
suitable storage system for the archive.
Legal regulations state that documents
must be retained for at least ten years. An
important matter that is often overlooked
or not given due attention is the fact that
the overall term of use of the archive is
measured by the last archived document
and thus not really foreseeable.

This is why it is important that an archiving
solution stores the contents of the archive
in a way that ensures a migration to new
storage technologies is possible at any
time.
For example: Your organization may
choose to use WORM storage with 500
gigabyte disk drives as the archive storage location. Technology advances, and
after five years, the storage subsystem
is technically completely out of date and
has to be written off. How can the entire
archive be migrated to a new storage
system without losing legal compliance?
Normally, a migration of this magnitude is
only possible with extensive administrative
effort and thorough preparation. To make
matters even worse, the entire migration
itself may be legally questionable.
Intelligent storage management technology integrated into EMA® makes it possible
to migrate data to new storage systems
and to merge several distributed storage
subsystems using a few mouse clicks.
Moreover, EMA® can combine multiple
storage systems into a single or multiple
logical volumes. The effective life cycle of
storage technologies is always limited to a
certain amount of time. EMA® can help your
organization overcome these limitations by
providing true storage independence.
EMA® archives all documents and information independent of the underlying storage
technology. This means that archiving can
take place on every existing SAN or NAS
storage system. Windows® file servers,
UNIX® NFS resources, Fibre Channel, iSCSI
and USB are just a few popular supported
technologies. Best of all, storage can be
located in your organization or in a remote
location. EMA® contains an integrated
cache that can bridge failures of an external storage system and often serves as
an additional copy of the archive.
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Secure Archiving in the Cloud
The »Cloud« is currently a trending topic
across the world. In general, it is important to differentiate between public and
private clouds. A private cloud is relatively
secure, as the customer controls the
entire infrastructure behind it. However,
the situation is very different with a public
cloud: it is possible that unprotected
information is accidentally made available
to third parties.
It is therefore important to be cautious
when considering whether to put company
information on the cloud or not. A number of conventional services are plagued
by horrendous security risks, which is
especially problematic when it comes to
using these services for data storage and
archiving. If data is stored in the cloud
without using encryption, everyone with
sufficient access to the infrastructure will
be able to access the information contained within. However, simply encrypting
data is not enough. It is also important to
regulate who is responsible for managing
the required decryption key.
In the face of these security-related principles, simply transferring data from A to B is
not enough. To create a functional solution
that meets the needs of customers, we
did not simply prepare the EMA® Enterprise
Managed Archive® for the cloud, but also
made sure that it operates securely in such
environments.

Our comprehensive security concept,
which includes appliance-based encryption
and Trusted EMA®, provides the maximum
level of protection for your critical data,
no matter on what kind of storage system
it resides on. The technical concept
behind EMA® has allowed us to implement
all required demands for data protection
in an easy and secure manner. All information is stored on cloud storage in an
encrypted form, and only you, the owner
of this information, hold the key necessary to decrypt it.
This allows you to keep complete control
over your data without releasing any part
of it in an unprotected form; even you
decide to store it in the cloud.
Use the cloud intelligently and - most
importantly - securely!
Advantages
 Easily integrates with cloud storage
solutions
 Secure transmission by encrypting
transmitted data
 Secure data storage as the decryption key remains with the customer
 Easy migration when switching cloud
providers
 Complete control over all data and
information
 Easy disaster recovery implementation
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The EMA® Cloud Service: Legally Compliant Archivingas-a-Service that Adapts to Your Needs
Many organizations are looking at cloud comput-

Advantages of the EMA® Cloud Service:

ing due to the cost benefits it offers. Some

3 Financial flexibility

have even taken the lead by implementing the

3 Optimum availability

required infrastructures. However, today‘s cloud

3 Very high security

solutions only marginally meet security demands
and have many technical limitations. For exam-

The procedure is very simple. Simply decide

ple, have you considered what would happen if

which EMA® modules you require, how many

your organization no longer had access to the

users you want to create, and then select the

cloud network due to an unplanned outage?

service term. Afterwards, EMA® is immediately
ready for use and offers transparent cost

The Solution: EMA® Cloud Service

control.

The innovative EMA® Cloud Service was carefully designed to combine all financial and tech-

With the EMA® Cloud Service, you can access

nical advantages of a conventional cloud-based

all of your information in a short amount of

solution with maximum information security and

time. A complete service and support package

constant availability of all data. We put a lot of

is also available at a fixed monthly charge per

focus on keeping your organization‘s informa-

user.

tion secure. Instead of completely outsourcing
it to a service provider, our approach of using a
private cloud is a lot more secure.

Attractive Pricing Models: Pay Only for
What You Use!
The EMA® Cloud Service may be of particular
interest to you if your organization wants to avoid

Advantages

making large initial investments. Our service is

 Legally compliant information management in the cloud

based on a clearly defined monthly fee per user,
allowing you to remain in financial control while
receiving the desired service with high availability of your information. Using the EMA® Cloud
Service, performance, features, and available
archiving modules can be configured fit your
organization‘s individual needs. This ensures
that instead of receiving a fixed, off-the-shelf solution, you receive a powerful archiving solution
that is tailored to your business.

 Maximum data protection in private
and public clouds using innovative
EMA® security features
 Retain full control over all of your
data
 Easy administration
 Full flexibility: EMA® modules can be
booked on demand
 Attractive pricing model that takes
actual use into account
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Standard and Enterprise Importer:
Integrating Existing Data Made Easy

Advantages
 Quick and easy import of existing data into an EMA® archive
 Data can be deleted afterwards, which can substantially lower
the load and increase the speed of mail servers
 Filtering mechanisms prevent redundancies
 Supports all common source formats
 Automatically decrypts password-protected PST files
 Standard importer provides a comfortable step-by-step wizard
for local users
 Enterprise importer offers powerful features for administrators
and IT professionals
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A complete archive should naturally contain e-mail messages
and information that existed, or was sent and received before
the implementation of EMA®. This is even advisable from a legal
point of view, in order to meet the applicable retention periods.
In a file system, something like this is easy to do using a simple
file copy operation, but for mail servers, the task is often a lot
more complex. Data must either be transferred by hand or using
a batch job. In either case, important information may be lost
along the way.
Isolated solutions that contain similar data pools are very inconvenient for users and often introduce substantial delays when old
e-mail messages or documents need to be found and restored.
Further-more, PST files are known for consuming an especially
large amount of storage space, because multiple copies of an
e-mail message are often contained in several PST files at the
same time. The EMA® import tools, which are available in standard and enterprise versions, can help you integrate your existing
data into the archive. Using a few mouse clicks, it is possible
to import even the largest amounts of data reliably and within a
short amount of time.
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The standard importer offers unparalleled ease of use and was
designd with end-users in mind. It simplifi es common operations, such as importing individual PST files into the archive.
The enterprise importer, on the other hand, was designed
for administrators and IT professionals, and provides a large
amount of customizability. It is especially suitable for importing larger amounts of data fully automatically. The enterprise
importer can quickly integrate complete mail servers or e-mail
messages stored on file systems into your archive. The ability
to add accounts from Active Directory, external files, or by performing an automated search for PST files is only one example of
this. Furthermore, the entire import process can be simulated
beforehand.
Both solutions support many common sources and formats,
which make them especially flexible. Support import sources include Outlook profiles, PST files, IMAP4 servers, Mozilla Thunderbird profile folders, and many other kinds of e-mail data. PST files
that are protected with a password are automatically temporarily
decrypted during the import. The built-in duplicate filter prevents
unnecessary redundancies, which ultimately helps you save storage space. Imports can also be limited to a specific date range
if desired. In the case of information that is relevant for the
purposes of taxation, this feature easily allows you to comply with
legally mandated retention periods. Additional filters, such as the
ability to define the maximum size of imported e-mail messages,
help you to keep your archive free of unwanted contents.
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Hot Standby: High Availability and Protection Against
Data Loss in the Event of System Failure
Highest security and availability of your
organization’s data and information is one
of the defining characteristics of EMA®.
Using our unique hot standby architecture,
you can implement an additional level of
protection.
To provide access to information, all modern archives require hardware platforms
and databases. The software components
can quickly become a limiting factor. Data
centers often need to guarantee service
response times, and therefore need to
consider appropriate mitigation strategies when planning out the overall system
infrastructure.
To comply with service level agreements
(SLA), the standard practice is to use
complex cluster installations and shadow
databases. However, even these solutions
cannot always prevent technical outages.
One fact that is often forgotten is that all
modern hardware platforms are comparatively stable, and only malfunction very
rarely, if at all. Logical errors or database
malfunctions are a comparatively higher
source of failure that often quickly leads
to a partial or complete outage of the
archive. Restoring databases is very timeconsuming and can often only be done
using extensive manual technical intervention. More often than not, it is not sufficient to simply restore the last backup.
Consider unfinished transactions and redo
logs, for example. These are just two out
of numerous examples that give administrators a chill.

The newly developed and unmatched
hot standby feature can guarantee that
EMA® returns to a productive state just
seconds after a partial or total outage
has occurred. The decisive advantage
over conventional cluster-based solutions
is that two or more appliances can work
completely isolated from each other. At no
point will one appliance have to access
the database of another appliance.
When the hot standby feature is enabled,
all EMA® appliances work together in what
we collectively refer to a »Hot Standby
Group«. Every appliance is connected
in a way that ensures that its standby
appliance(s) build their own database and
work completely independent of the primary system. This setup guarantees that
complete access to all functionality can be
restored in a matter of minutes.
Switching to the standby appliance is
done using a few mouse clicks and can
be performed in under a minute. The
standby appliance can optionally apply the
entire configuration and individual settings
without additional administrative intervention. If an error occurs, all new data that
is created while the switch is performed is
automatically transferred from the EMA®
storage cache area to the newly active
system. This guarantees a complete and
gapless access to all archived information
almost twenty-four hours a day, without
any data loss, and without any additional
costs.

Advantages
 Redundant system that provides high
availability
 Based on industry standards
 Independent databases
 Switching between appliances can be
done in a matter of seconds
 No data is lost at any time
 Appliances can be deployed at multiple sites
 Provides multiple redundancy for
hardware and applications
 Works independent of the location the
system is deployed at

Our hot standby concept allows multiple standby appliances to be deployed
locally and globally in different physical
locations. This allows you to design and
implement an affordable, yet powerful
disaster recovery platform that can grow
with your organization.
High availability made easy!
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+
EMA® with Four-Eye-Principle® authentication enabled: a single
administrator cannot use certain features of the archive alone.
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EMA® with Four-Eye-Principle® authentication: Full access to the archive
is granted by adding an additional authorized person to the session.
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Security Concept
EMA® supports legally compliant archiving
of e-mail messages, documents, and files,
using specialized criteria and a number of
pioneering technologies.

Data Security using Encryption
The tailored encryption system used by
EMA® provides ideal protection for your
organization’s archived information. Archived information can only be read using
the same EMA® hardware that wrote it (or
a replacement unit made specifically for
your organization). This ensures that third
parties cannot gain unauthorized access
to the archive even if they have administrative permissions. All storage systems
connected to EMA® benefit from the appliance’s encryption system; no matter
whether they located in your organization
or in an external data center.

Guaranteed Authenticity using Digital
Signatures
Every document that is added to an EMA®
archive is automatically assigned a digital
signature and a digital date and time
stamp using the ANA® Automated Network Administrator ®. A combination of the
digital signature with the date and time
stamp can prove content authenticity
(e.g. of an archive e-mail message and all
of its attachments). This guarantees that
archived information cannot be changed
or manipulated in any way.

Secure Authentication
A modern archive has to provide its users
with quick and easy access to archived information. However, ease of use must not
compromise security. Private information
must not be disclosed and permissions
must be enforced. EMA® supports various
authentication methods, whose features
span from automatic user management to
automatic authentication when using the
relevant services.

EMA® supports all common authentication
methods, including LDAP (Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol), OpenLDAP,
Active Directory, and RADIUS Server. Each
of these authentication systems can be
customized to suit the individual needs of
your organization. By using one of them,
users do not have to enter their username
and password to use EMA®. Instead, the
appliance verifies authentication information on the fly. This provides enhanced
security, because every attempt to access
the archive is verified centrally.
Users of EMA® can also make use of a true
single sign-on (SSO) mechanism and securely access the archive directly from their
e-mail client without having to supply their
username and passwords manually at any
time. As with other authentication methods,
lists of usernames and passwords do not
need to be entered or stored in EMA®.

Four-Eye-Principle® Authentication
EMA® offers Four-Eye-Principle® authentication to protect against unauthorized
access to archived information on an administrative level. Users are first placed in
one of two user groups and then assigned
individual permissions. Access to certain
functionality can then be restricted. To
re-enable the restricted features, members (or delegates) of both groups need
to log in to the same session or join an
existing session. Once configured and
enabled, critical archive operations that
could impact the privacy of users or trigger
resource-intensive operations, such as
viewing, restoring, exporting, or deleting
e-mail messages and documents, can only
be performed jointly by authorized members of both groups.

Advantages
 All documents are encrypted using
EMA®
 Every document receives a digital date
and time stamp
 Additional security using advanced
digital signatures
 Protected access through integration
with LDAP, Open LDAP, Active Directory, and others
 Easy authentication using realt-ime
single sign-on
 Administrative restrictions can be set
up using Four-Eye-Principle® authentication
 Secure log file helps implement privacy
regulations and allows auditing
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Trusted EMA®
Advanced security features, such as the
automatic encryption of all information
and the closed-down architecture with a
proprietary operating system have always
made EMA® one of the most secure solutions for digital archiving available on
the market. Our latest innovation, called
Trusted EMA®, takes the advanced security
measures one step further. EMA® is now
the world’s first archiving appliance that is
built according to the Trusted Computing
standard (TC).
Almost all conventional systems and security mechanisms reveal a decisive weakness when examined closer: they are potentially open to attacks when third parties
can gain direct access to the hardware.
Trusted EMA® prevents such attacks by
creating links to hardware characteristics
that are unique to each appliance. This
protects the appliance from unauthorized
manipulation and constructs an unbreakable »safe« for your organization’s archived
data.

Trusted EMA® can monitor individual access
regulations and permissions that have been
defined for users in your organization. This
ensures that the contents of the archive
receive maximum protection, because
Four-Eye-Principle® authentication cannot
be circumvented in any way.
Adherence to any implemented organization-internal guidelines and compliance
regulations can be monitored and guaranteed. In short, we managed to make one
of the most secure archiving solutions
even more secure.
Advantages
 Appliance defends itself against
manipulation and protects against
unauthorized access
 Adherence to individual user permissions and roles is enforced
 Guaranteed protection of the
appliance-specific decryption key
 Provides enhanced security in local
and cloud infrastructures

Trusted EMA® is based around a TPM chip
(Trusted Platform Module), firmly anchored
inside all EMA® appliances, which provides
a smart extension to our existing security concept. Using the TPM chip and the
groundbreaking Trusted EMA® feature, the
appliance-specific data decryption key receives even better protection against malicious hardware attacks. EMA® hardware
and appliance software now truly combine
and form an inseparable unit.
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Internet
ANA-Server®
LAN
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A Smart Solution for the Administration of EMA®
The ANA® Automated Network Administrator® server includes the latest technological
developments for providing the highest
security standards, and automating remote
administration for all EMA® product lines.
ANA Server® is an online server management service that automates and simplifies
complex administrative tasks. ANA Server®
automatically makes the latest software
updates available for download, thereby
making the update operation for all EMA®
appliances a quick and painless procedure.
Every update is protected against unauthorized access using proven encryption
mechanisms, and is customized to the
configuration of each individual appliance.
To ensure that security standards are met
and a solid legal foundation is provided,
ANA Server ® makes digital signatures
available to EMA® appliances. These signatures are used to create a legally compliant archive. Documents maintained by
EMA® always receive an advanced digital
signature and an electronic date and time
stamp. These are both created automatically as the data is added to the archive,
and ensure that legal regulations regarding
compliant storage are sustained.
The advanced digital signatures, implemented to comply with several regulations
that dictate their functionality, guarantee
that the contents of individual documents
cannot be modified. The electronic date
and time stamp can be used to reconstruct
when and how a document entered the
archive.

The technologies made available by the
ANA® Automated Network Administrator ®
allow the system to take over the role as
an important, fully independent electronic
»witness« that can vouch for the legal
compliance of the entire archiving platform.
ARTEC’s pioneering and patented technologies ensure that digital signatures
permanently retain their validity.
ANA® Server can be used to ensure compliance with corporate security policies.
ANA® will also reliably monitor relevant
security events, such as authentications
and remote connections.
ANA® Automated Network Administrator ®
– a smart solution for modern IT administration.
Features
 Appliance-specific downloads are
automatically made available
 Installs the newest software updates
(automatically, if desired)
 Provides comfortable license management without the burden of license
keys
 Creates digital signatures and digital
date and time stamps
 Automatically renews digital signatures
 Permanently monitors relevant
security events, such as authentications
 Provides secure connections for
remote maintenance
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EMA® Appliances – Security and Performance on WellMatched Hardware
EMA® is consistently based on appliance technology – and for good reason.
Our combination of carefully picked and
matched hardware and software components ensures that our products reach the
highest levels of performance, security,
and reliability.
Our appliance-based solutions have a
decisive advantage in critical applications,
such as the archiving of business-relevant
information: they are fully ready to perform
their task from the moment they are
unpacked and connected. EMA® appliances
easily connect to existing networks via
Plug & Play, which makes painstaking and
error-prone configuration changes unnecessary. Incompatibilities and long-lasting
implementation periods are therefore a
thing of the past.

Built-in functionality like our trademarked
Four-Eye-Principle® authentication or the
encryption of all archived information ensures that these concerns are consistently
avoided right from the start.
We designed our appliances to do the right
thing out of the box, which makes it easy
to deploy a professional archiving solution
in your organization that complies with all
relevant legal regulations.
Appliances are still rumored to be stiff and
inflexible. This is not the case with EMA®.
We offer various hardware platforms that
can grow with your business. No matter how
small or large your business is, we have
suitable solutions that can be customized
further to suit the individual needs of your
organization.

No matter which storage systems, mail
servers, or document structures are used
in your organization, EMA® can be deployed
in a very short period of time and is immediately operational. The appliance harmonically works together with your existing IT
infrastructure.

Advantages

The closed-down architecture of the appliance ensures that the system is hardened
against manipulation of archived information. Other systems are often riddled with
security loopholes caused by administrators having uncontrolled access.

 Highest level of security provided by
a closed-down system protected by
Trusted EMA®

 Standards-based solution that archives
information of all types
 Powerful hardware designed by
premium vendors
 Installs and integrates into your organi-zation‘s network quickly and easily

 Easily combine multiple EMA®
appliances to form an archiving grid
 Powerful and intuitive full-text search
engine
 Easily integrates into e-mail clients
such as Outlook or Notes
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Protect Your Investment
EMA® not only archives e-mail messages,
documents, and files, but also reduces the
amount storage space needed to do so by
using single instancing. Only a single copy
of every document is written to physical
storage, which means that your organization’s storage resources are automatically
used efficiently without any further administrative intervention.
The standards-based design EMA® is
based on allows you to store archived
information in various locations, such
as existing or more economical storage
systems. Furthermore, you can lower
the burden placed on your organization’s
mail server by removing unneeded messages from it and using EMA® to retrieve
them when necessary. EMA® automatically makes its features available. The
user interface was designed in a simple,
self-explanatory manner, which further
reduces administrative effort.
A modern archive not only has to be
easy to use, but also needs to protect
an organization’s investments. Current
legal regulations require archived information to be retained for up to ten years.
From a technological point of view, this
timeframe is immense. Only systems that
are completely standards-based ensure
that existing and future investments are
protected. EMA® is based on standardized
technologies that allow you to change or
replace the entire infrastructure (including
mail server and archive storage locations) at any time. This guiding principle
stretches across the entire EMA® product
concept.

From integration into your organization’s
network to supported archive storage
locations – everything is based on internationally approved standards. Furthermore, we guarantee a full protection of
your investment if you need to upgrade
to a more powerful EMA® platform at a
later time. A platform upgrade can be
performed at any time and without any
interruption or down-time.
EMA® grows with your organization and
makes archiving easy, secure, and affordable.
Advantages
 An open platform that is usable in all
infrastructures
 Standards-based solution that does
not rely on proprietary technology
 Information is stored in standardized
formats
 Multiple archiving sources can be
connected at the same time
 The appliance can be extended at
any time
 Painlessly migrate your appliance to
a more powerful model when necessary
 No WORM storage is necessary to
comply with legal regulations
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The ARTEC Service: Always at Your Side
ARTEC IT Solutions stands for technologically advanced and innovative solutions in
information technology. A versatile product
like EMA® touches upon many areas in
companies and organizations. This is why
it is important that the system quickly and
easily integrates into your environment
and then works fault-free at all times. To
ensure the latter, we place a strong focus
on service for our customers and partners.

Our Main Objectives
Using strict quality control measures,
the use of proven standards, and a fully
automatic update system, we ensure that
our solutions run as stable and reliable
as possible. Should unexpected problems
arise, our responsive and competent support team, which will help you resolve any
errors or operational problems that may
occur.

Reliable Update Service
ARTEC has designed EMA® solutions as
appliances in order to make maintenance
as easy and convenient as possible. There
are no patches, drivers, or updates that
need to be downloaded and installed
manually. This is often something that
leads to a lot of problems with softwarebased solutions. Instead, system updates
are automatically distributed. Activated
appliances will access them automatically. Compared with other methods, this
approach is especially reliable and secure,
and also ensures that information is protected to the highest standards.

Fast Support
IT solutions are never 100 percent
error-free. If you happen to experience an
unlikely malfunction while using EMA®, the
appliance is able to generate a comprehensive error report that allows us to quickly
and easily identify the issue. It contains all
relevant system information, but does not
contain any sensitive or personal information. The error report forms the basis for
the work for ARTEC‘s support teams, which
strive to provide customers with solutions
or explanations quickly as possible.

Development and Support from One
Source
Unlike many other manufacturers, ARTEC
has independently designed and developed all technologies used by EMA® appliances. We know everything about the
product that we built. This large amount
of control over the product also allows
us to make interfaces and certifications
available for a very wide range of other
solutions, components, and systems. In
order to resolve problems quickly, our
dedicated test lab allows us to check for
and reproduce possible incompatibilities
or problems directly using the respective
target infrastructure.

Advantages
 Consistent, proven, standards-based,
reliable, and stable technology
 Fully automatic update service

Our support and development teams
collaborate with each other. This ensures
that the diverse requirements of our
customers can be implemented, and
support for environments that are not
standards-compliant can be added. We
do not consider support as an additional
form of revenue. Rather, we continuously
seek to improve our appliance solutions
in order to make them as easy, reliable,
and powerful as possible.

 World-wide support provided by competent teams
 Development and support from one
hand, which ensures a high level of
technological know-how
 Purpose-built test lab containing over
50 mail servers
 Error reports are directly generated
by the system / Automatic notification of configuration errors
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ARTEC IT Solutions AG
ARTEC IT Solutions AG is a leading manufacturer of digital information management, with products and solutions related
to »BIG DATA«, a patented search engine
for local and global environments via
»Global eDiscovery«, and data security
solutions, business intelligence, and
archiving. ARTEC’s solutions focus on
secure, legally compliant, and economical
search, restore, and storage of relevant
information, such as e-mail messages,
printed or scanned documents, files, or
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